BEECHCRAFT® Bonanza G36
The single-engine aircraft that pilots aspire to own.

It doesn’t get any better than this.
The Beechcraft Bonanza G36 continues to set the standard for high-performance, single
engine aircraft. Faster, roomier and more comfortable than any aircraft in its class*, the
legendary G36 is the personal aircraft of choice. The Beechcraft Bonanza is also designed
and built 15 percent stronger for certification in the rugged utility category, and with Garmin
G1000® avionics, it is a pilot’s dream – and a superior value for the investment.

Beechcraft Bonanza g36

General Aircraft specifications

Comparison chart

PERFORMANCE

Maximum cruise speed
Certified ceiling

176 kt
18,500 ft

326 km/h
5,639 km

922 nm

1,708 km

Range

Max. range
Weight

Basic operating weight

2,770 lb

(std. aircraft w/1 pilot, unusable fuel and oil)		

1,257 kg

dimensions

EXTERNAL		
Wingspan
33 ft 6 in
Max. aircraft length
27 ft 6 in
Max. tail height
8 ft 7 in
INTERNAL (CABIN)		
Length
12 ft 7 in
Width
3 ft 6 in
Height
4 ft 2 in
ENGINE

Manufacturer
Model
Output

Teledyne-Continental
10-550-B
300 hp

10.21 m
8.38 m
2.62 m
3.84 m
1.07 m
1.27 m

beechcraft
bonanza G36

larger, more
comfortable cabin



ability to easily convert
interior to changing payloads



ability to carry
more passengers



more baggage capacity



superior standard
avionics suite



better fuel economy



superior payload
with full fuel



superior warranty



more service centers



cirrus
sr-22
turbo

A picture is worth a thousand words. And the Garmin G1000’s
twin 10.4-inch, high-resolution liquid crystal displays speak volumes
about the system’s ability to deliver more information in a way that’s
intuitive and easy to understand. Primary flight information, engine
performance, graphical navigation, available traffic, terrain and XM
satellite weather — it’s all here. Even integrated Garmin autopilot,
barometric VNAV and WAAS with LPV approach.

Welcome aboard. Whether sitting up front or in the spacious
club cabin, your passengers are treated to the best ride found in any
piston aircraft. The wide 45-inch doors make entry into the spacious
cabin easy. Inside they will find comfortable seats are finished in fine
leathers. There is even a wood-trimmed executive table.

*Compared to competitive six-passenger, normally aspirated aircraft.
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